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• ‘Less than 1 in 3 children and young people with a 
diagnosable mental health condition get access to NHS 
care and treatment 
 • In total, less than 1% of the total NHS budget is spent 
on children and young people’s mental health services 
• The number of A&E attendances by young people 
aged 18 or under with a recorded diagnosis of a 
psychiatric condition has almost tripled since 2010.
• 1 in 6 young people aged 16-24 has symptoms of 
a common mental disorder such as depression or an 
anxiety disorder 
• Half of all mental health problems manifest by the age 
of 14, with 75% by age 24
• In 2017, suicide was the most common cause of 
death for both boys (16.2% of all deaths) and girls 
(13.3%) aged between 5 and 19.

It has a big impact in adulthood...
• 1 in 3 adult mental health conditions relate directly to 

adverse childhood experiences ‘

OROA is a new children’s toy set designed to cope 
with and offer assistance to the ever changing mental 
health problems that we all face. Currently its 2020 and 
the world still views mental health as a taboo subject 
and approaches those who suffer with caution. OROA 
makes help fun and inviting for young children as 
research shows that treating mental health issues from 
a young age reduces the affects later on in life, it does 
this through a mix of digital touch screen and traditional 
toy making methods which will become apparent 
throughout this gallery.

Here are some stats explaining the severity 
of mental health in our modern world

oroa
the story 

The interact toy encourages your child to express themselves 
through the movement of objects,  the 3 varying sized toys of 
Igor can be used to represent people in real life situations when 
markers are needed to explain a story where words alone do not 
suffice.

The distract toy is for those kids who love to fiddle , let your 
anxious child play with the twist-able textured rings of Dita as 
he helps to take their mind off of distressing thoughts.

The extract toy helps you get information out of your child during 
distressing conversations , have them write their thoughts onto  
a piece of paper and post them into Elly’s tummy , she eats and 
erases these negative thoughts and leaves the child feeling 
positive. You then have the option as a parent to read these 
notes to understand your childs emotions.

OROA helps you talk to your children using these 3 methods , here’s how each 
toy does it:

interact , distract and extract !

Igor:

dita:

elly:

(A&E attendances by young people with 
psychiatric conditions almost doubled in five 
years - new figures, 2020)
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Using the hub and the 2 
extra heads , play with all 3 
toys at once, kept together 
neatly  by their base.



Children and parents 
bonding whilst playing with 
OROA , selecting IGOR the 
interact toy



OROA blends into a childs 
room amongst their other 
toys showing little stigma 



Not playing with OROA 
right now? It stores away 
neatly in its box and fits on 
a shelf easily

The box doubles as a 
display stand , this could 
even be used to create 
high ground during play ...



Each toy has its use, its 
time to find out about Igor 
, Dita and Elly ... 

OROA does not look out 
of place outside the kids 
bedroom







OROA:
the toys



DITAIGOR ELLY
A compact set , the toys 
are protected and dis-
played by their casing.

A compact set , the 
toys are protected and 
displayed by their casing.



Grooves in the base hold 
each piece steadily in place. 
The additional hubs can 
also be stored in the base



IGOR
Interact with Igor, this stack 
of toys can be used to 
explain situations including 
people, expression using 
objects.



DITA
Inspired by traditional 
Russian doll toys Igor is self 
containing

Stack and twist Dita’s parts,  
made of cork, wood and 
natural rubber he is great to 
fidget with , very distracting.



ELLY
Elly eats  feelings , write them  
on a piece of paper and 
post them into her tummy, 
she even holds a pencil and 
paper for you.



Parents remove Ellys cap 
, read through the notes 
inside and discuss the 
written down emotions 
with your child.

The arms screw into each 
body , as each body has a 
threaded insert glued into 
place, broken arms can be 
easily replaced.



Threaded inserts are 
also used to allow the 
hubs/heads to screw 
to the toys bodies.



OROA:
the hub

green

yellow

pink

When connected to a smart 
phone  3 colour schemes 
can be chosen for the hubs 
interface



tasks
heart rate

breathing aid

Home screen , here you select 
the heart rate , breathing aid or 
tasks. Single tap with a finger 
on the screen to play a 
descriptive animation.

Animation activated , each 
icon pulses individually when 
tapped once, double tapping 
selects the mode.



alert activated

The inbuilt sensor monitors 
your childs heart rate, 
advising they use the 
breathing aid if the heart rate 
is excessively raised.

The digital hub blinks to show 
activity , when not in use the 
screen turns off , tap to wake 
up OROA



Wearable , the hub can 
be worn around the neck 
allowing the heart rate 
sensor to gage a reading



Matching your breathing to 
the motion of the hub calms 
and slows down the heart 
rate, reducing the chance of 
anxiety attacks.



The child can match their 
breathing to the vibration or 
the pulsing graphics of the 
breathing aid to calm their 
heart rate.

pulsing mouth 
graphic

Tasks are used to motvate 
and to bring about the 
feeling of achievement, 
creating routine and a 
sense of purpose.



Tasks are set using the 
mobile app , before being 
completed and ticked off 
on the hub.

OROAS necklace 
attachment turns the hub / 
toys head into a wearable 
aid



Adjust the length of the 
necklace by squeezing and 
releasing the coloured sides 
of the OROA clasp.



Digital hub Additional 
heads x2

2  plain hubs/heads are 
included in the kit , pop out 
the front casing using a pencil 
and insert a paper drawing to 
create your own toys face.



The hubs main body 
is constructed from 3 
injection moulded PLA 
pieces which house the 
inside parts.



The hub uses wireless 
charging



OROA:
packaging

4 screws hold the body 
together , white rubber 
caps hide these to avoid 
compromising the clean 
appearance.



Flipping the casing upside 
down switches between 
packaging and display mode



The cardboard pulp 
packaging is eco friendly 
, protects OROA and can 
be used as a planter after 
unpacking

Removed the sleeve and lid 
, add soil and seeds , youve 
got yourself a compostable 
planter



Details explaining how to use 
the planter are found on the 
left side of the packaging

Details explaining the 
contents and instructions 
for care are found on the 
right side of the packaging



OROA branding , logo , icons 
and pattern



The hub is packaged 
separately giving customers 
the option of buying either 
the hub or the toy set, 
combining the 2 is preferred.



A wireless charger and 
necklace adapter is 
included in the hubs pack



Cardboard pulp packaging 
is moulded to each piece 
creating a tight package and 
branded with OROA patterns 
and colours.



OROA recyclable paper 
pads can be bought in 
packets of 2 x 20 notes for 
use with the Elly toy



an instruction manual for you and your little ones



Welcome
Welcome to your new OROA toy set ! 
This is your guide to understanding  how OROA can help you and your little ones when they’re 
feeling a little anxious. 

1 in 6 young people aged 16-24 has symptoms of a common mental disorder such as 
depression or an anxiety disorder and  half of all mental health problems manifest by the age 
of 14, with 75% by age 24. 

OROA is designed to offer mental health aid in a fun and sensitive way for those who do not 
have access to help or seek a way to approach mental health in a less taboo fashion.

We come as a set ... 
Igor , Dita and Elly are here to help you through unsettling conversations with your child. 

They help to interact , distract and extract info when your child is feeling closed off and anxious.

Put us on display ?
We can be packed away or put on display 

Here is how our clever box works ...

display

We can be packed away nicely 
or ...

Pull off the lid
pull out the base 
and flip the box upside down !

The lid now fits as a base !
and the base forms the lid !
are you still following ?

This is how to switch between 
compact storage and the
display stand.



IGOR

1. 2.

4.3.

Help your child interact through more than speech ...

-Through the movement of these 3 dolls 

- Handy for role play and replaying past events
-Pinch the toys by their heads or bodies 
-These diagrams explain how they hide inside of each other.
-With a name and a voice they could even be like a real life 
person?

Hi I’m Igor ! I’m great for helping your child show their point of view 
, with the help of my friends. Inside me there is 2 small dolls and 
the 3 of us can be interacted with to play out events which may need 
the  view of more than one person . Move us and give us a voice !



DITA
If your child needs a little entertainment -
They can fiddle and fidget with the textured rings of Dita. 

These rings are removable 
 -Fastened in place by the hub
-Some have a rubber textured finish 
-Some are made from spongy cork
All however , are fun to fiddle with

Hello there ! I’m Dita and I distract and entertain , its what 
I’m good at. Does your child seem distressed or worried ? Then 
I can help de-stress , let your child fidget with and spin 
my rings to take their attention away from anything making 
them upset , it’ll make talking to each other a lot more fun.



ELLY

1. 2.

3.

Playing with Elly is simple and fun
She comes with her own stationary pack and can even hold 
a pencil for you !

...If you twist her hand, quite convenient huh?

So ...
-Remove the stationary pack and pencil 
-Let your child write down their thoughts 
-Share them with Elly by scrunching or folding up the paper
- Small enough so that it can fit through the slot in her tummy.
-Let Elly eat these thoughts by posting them into her tummy 
-Finally as a parent you can read these thoughts by removing 
Elly’s cap , simple.

Finally , I’m Elly ! I extract information but its not as scary as it sounds , I’m here to listen. 
Using the OROA stationary pack your child can write down their thoughts and feelings , happy 
or sad and these can be posted into Ellys tummy. Sad thoughts are eaten and taken away from 
the child , as sharing is very relieving. These notes can then be read by the parent by removing 
the cap from Ellys tummy and reading those notes , Elly bridges the gap between parents and 
children by providing the opportunity to understand the information that children are not 
comfortable communicating verbally.



connect to hub

customize

vibration off

hub

SET TASKS

heart rate

breathing aid

This is the hub! It’s 
designed to offer mental 
health assistance to your 
child on the go. 

Less than 1 in 3 children 
and young people with a 
diagnosable mental health 
condition get access to 
NHS care and treatment 
, the hub is a mobile aid 
which can be carried 
everywhere filling in the 
missing gap for those who 
are not able to receive 
help.

This hub is here to offer 
a modern solution to a 
serious modern problem.

Pair it with your smart 
phone for setting up and 
updating the information 
on your childs hub.

These settings can all be 
edited using the settings 
icon in the top right corner 
of the home screen page, 
using a double click.

Using the settings page 

-You can connect your smart phone to the hub 
-After doing so your child can choose  their colour scheme 
-vibrations can be turned on and off , these occur during the 
breathing aid, the child can choose to breathe in time with the 
vibrations or to choose a more silent mode.

hub

Digital hub Additional 
heads x2

The hub can be worn in multiple ways using an adjustable strap. 

-This strap is attached to the hub using an additional attachment 
which screws into place. -Rubber grips make the job easy
No fiddling about !

 2 plain heads are included in the OROA toy set allowing use of all 3 toys at 1 time...

Let your child customise their toys ! 

Using the 2 blank hubs, insert a pencil through the hole in the back.
-Pop out the clear front cover
-Let your child draw a face on a circular piece of paper and insert this into the space
-Pop the plastic back into place. 
-Your child can switch up their dolls faces at any time ! which character do they want to talk to today?

-The hub attaches to the body of each toy via a threaded insert 
located at the top of each toy. 
-The hub can then be used with the various bodies.

The robot interface projects a human like character for your child 
to confide in

It blinks to show activity ...

The addition of OROAs face on the bodies creates a more awake 
and alert toy, creating a human like toy for a child to confide whilst 
being playful. The hubs other functions can also still be used with 
the addition of the bodies.

adult friendly reading



hub

Tasks

Heart Rate

Breathing Aid

Thought bubble

Pulsing Heart

Open and closing mouth

The aim of the hub is to reassure children that they 
always have a safety blanket when carrying the product 

This sensation is provided through various settings, all of 
which aim to reassure and calm down a child during use.

The hub is operated using single and double taps on the 
touch screen. When not in use the hub will go to sleep , 
touch the screen once to wake up OROA. The settings 
include a task , heart rate and breathing aid function , 
tapping each icon once will play an animation which 
describes what the function of that setting does. 
To select this setting double tap.

These functions can be used on the app or on a smart 
phone 
Tasks should be set on a smart phone before completing 
them on the hub.

Tasks are set on a smart phone 
before being completed on the 
hub , these tasks can be used to 
encourage your child or to aid them 
into getting themselves into a positive 
routine.

Your child can tick off each task once 
completed , letting them reflect on 
and keep track of their achievements 

.

 
  

The heart rate setting will detect if 
your childs heart rate is excessively 
high possibly caused by anxiety, 
if a high heart rate is detected the 
breathing aid will be suggested by 
following the red arrow 

-

-

-

-

-

WHAT SHALL WE DO TODAY?

Smile at a friend

Breathing in time with the breathing 
aid will help your child to take deep 
breaths, calming  them down and 
helping to reduce the chance of a 
panic attack. The breathing aid will be 
automatically suggested if the hub 
detects an increased heart rate.

tasks

heart rate

breathing aid

adult friendly reading

BREATHE IN

y

your heart is 
beating happily

your heart is 
beating very fast

BREATHE IN



connect to hub

customize

vibration off

hub

SET TASKS

heart rate

breathing aid

This is your hub! You can take it anywhere
Even on an adventure ...

Let your parents connect it to their phone, 
we can get it set up for you quickly.

Click the cog to get started !

Using the settings page 

-Your parents will connect their smart phone
 to the hub 

keep out adults 
kids only

child friendly reading beyond this point

click here for settings !

click customize to 
choose your colour !

click to turn vibration 
on and off



hub

Digital hub Additional 
heads x2

2 plain heads are included in the OROA toy 
set 
Insert your own drawing into them ! , draw a face 
onto paper and create your own OROA character ...

Using the 2 blank hubs, push a pencil through the 
hole in the back.
-Pop out the clear front cover
-Draw your best smiley face on a round piece of 
paper , your parents will give you this
-Pop the plastic back into place. 
-You can switch up your dolls faces at any time ! 
which character do you want to talk to today?

The hub screws onto the body of each toy

-The robot is here for you to talk to if you feel you 
need a friend and It blinks to show its awake.

Screw the strap and attachment to the hub , 
now you can wear it wherever you go ! wear it

You can wear the hub around your neck !

Adjust the length of the necklace by squeezing 
the sides of the OROA toggle.



hub

Tasks

Heart Rate

Breathing Aid

Thought bubble

Pulsing Heart

Open and closing mouth

The hub offers a task , heart rate and breathing aid 

tap once to play a video which explains what that setting does. 

To pick this setting tap twice quickly.

These functions can be used on the app or on a smart phone 
, tasks should be set on a smart phone before finishing them 
on the hub.

tap once to wake up oroa

tap once to play animation

Tasks are set on a smart phone 
before being finishing on the hub , 
these tasks can help brighten up 
your day ! Can you complete them 
all?

The heart rate setting will tell you 
if your heart is beating very fast , 
if a fast heart rate is detected the 
breathing aid will be suggested -

click the red arrow for help 
calming down.

Breathing in time with the breathing 
aid will help you to take deep 
breaths to calm  down 

The breathing aid will be suggested 
if the hub finds a fast heart rate.

Match your breathing with 
the hubs vibration or OROAS 
moving mouth.

tasks

heart rate

breathing aid
BREATHE IN

-

-

-

-

-

WHAT SHALL WE DO TODAY?

Smile at a friend

y

your heart is 
beating happily

your heart is 
beating very fast

BREATHE IN

Tick your tasks off once 
finished !



lets grow !

How to grow strawberrys from seeds 

-Dry out your strawberry seeds for 2 
weeks inside a layer of paper towels

-Leave them at room temperature 

When early autumn is approaching , 
plant the seeds in the oroa seeding 
tray 

-Space the seeds evenly apart and 
push them around 2 cm into the soil

After around 3 weeks the plants will 
begin to sprout 

-The plants can now be removed 
from the seeding tray and can be 
potted into their own individual pots 

-Or can be group planted in a pot or 
the ground at least 30cm apart from 
each other.

-Water the soil every few days , until 
the soil is just damp

learn how to grow your own strawberries !


